Dr. Risser's Files

Box 1

- America Academy of Arts and Sciences
- American Institute of Biological Sciences/Bioscience
- Board on Environmental Studies and Toxicology
- Colorado State University Natural Resources Ecology Lab
- Committee on Research and Peer Review in EPA 1995
- Committee on Research and Peer Review in EPA, Jan. 19-20, 1995
- Committee on Research and Peer Review in EPA, May 1-2, 1995
- Ecological Society of America-Fund Raising Committee
- Ecological Society of America/Ecological Applications 1/95-4/95
- Ecological Society of America/Ecological Applications 5/95-8/95
- Ecological Society of America/Ecological Applications 9/95-12/95
- Emory University-Environmental Studies Program Review- Jan. 1995
- Encyclopedia of Ecology and Environmental Management
- Grinnell College
- Institute of Ecosystem Studies 1995
- Institute for Ecosystem Studies Nov. 1995 Meeting
- LTER National Advisory Board
- Manuscripts and other Papers-(disk containing some of these)
- Manuscripts and Other Papers-Biodiversity and Ecosystem Function
- Manuscripts and Other Papers-International Conference on the Definition and Measurement of Sustainability (UN Press)
- Manuscripts and Other Papers- The New College President-Voices from the Field (Judith Block McLaughlin)
- Manuscripts and Other Papers-North American Terrestrial Vegetation- Grasslands chapter (Sims)
- Manuscripts and Other Papers-Prairie Conservation: Preserving North America’s Most Endangered Ecosystem (Samson)
- National Association of State Universities and Land Grant Colleges
- National Center for Ecological Analysis and Synthesis-External Advisory committee
- National Park System Advisory Board
- National Park Service Quick Reference Guide
- Commission on Life Sciences
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Box 2

- Committee on Environmental Research 1993
- Ecological Society of America/Ecological Applications Jan.-June 1993
- Ecological Society of America/Ecological Applications July-Dec. 1993
- General A-M 1993
- General N-Z 1993
- Great Lakes 1993
- Institute of Ecosystem Studies 1993
- International START Secretariat 1993
- Recommendations/References Letters of 1993
- Mellon Foundation 1993
- National Biological Survey 1993
- National Park Service 1993
- National Research Council-Miscellaneous 1993
- National Science Foundation BIO Advisory Committee
- Sand County Foundation
- New Mexico, University of -Miscellaneous
- Sand County Foundation 1993
- National Science Foundation-LTER 10-Year Review (background)
- National Science Foundation-LTER 10-Year Review (report)
- National Science Foundation-Luquillo LETR Advisory Board 1993
- Scientific Committee on Problems of the Environment
- SCOPE-Understanding and Managing Ecotones 1993
- SCOPE-Understanding and Managing Ecotones (manuscript) 1993-94
- Sustainable Biosphere 1993
- Sustainable Biosphere Project-Santo Domingo Workshop (corresp.)
- Sustainable Biosphere Project-Santo Domingo Workshop (report)
- United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization 1993
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Box 3

- National Science Foundation BIO Advisory Committee
- Manuscripts and Other Papers - The Allerton
- Workshop Revisited - A Commentary (Landscape Ecology)
- New Mexico, University of, Miscellaneous 1995
- National Research Council 1995
- Recommendations/References, Letters of
- Sand County Foundation 1995
- SCOPE - June 1995
- SCOPE - July 1995
- SCOPE - August 1995
- SCOPE - September 1995
- SCOPE - October 1995
- SCOPE - November 1995
- SCOPE - December 1995
- SCOPE - Diversitas
- SCOPE - Ecological Economics
- SCOPE - Ecological Engineering
- SCOPE - Executive Committee
- SCOPE - Large-Scale Ecosystems
- SCOPE - Mexico
- SCOPE - National Committees
- SCOPE - SBP
- SCOPE - SBP - Amazonian Basin
- SCOPE - SBP - Baltic
- SCOPE - SBP - Himalayan - Hindu Kush
- SCOPE - SBP - Oceania Islands
- SCOPE - SBP - Southern Africa Savanna
- SCOPE - Secretary General
- SCOPE - Soil Diversity
- SCOPE - Sustainable Indicators Project
- SCOPE - U.S. National Committee Meeting 11/15-17/95
- SCOPE - World Living Resources
- SCOPE - November, 1995, Wuppertal, Germany
- SCOPE - Understanding and Managing Ecotones
- SCOPE - Tokyo General Assembly, May 28-June 2, 1995
- SCOPE - New Proposals, Tokyo 1995
- SCOPE - Current Projects, Tokyo 1995
- Southwestern Association of Naturalists 1995
- Smithsonian
- University USA
- American Academy of Arts and Sciences
- American Institute of Biological Sciences/Bioscience
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Box 4

- Board on Environmental Studies and Toxicology 1994
- Board on Environmental Studies and Toxicology - December, 1994, Meeting
- Board on Environmental Studies and Toxicology - March 1994, Meeting
- General A-M 1995
- General N-Z 1995
- Colorado State University-Natural Resource Ecology Laboratory
- Commission on Life Sciences
- Committee on Research and Peer Review in EPA
- Ecological Society of America/Ecological Applications July-December, 1994
- Ecological Society of America/Ecological Applications January-June, 1994
- General A-M 1994
- General N-Z 1994
- Great Lakes
- Institute of Ecosystem Studies-October, 1994, meetings
- Institute of Ecosystem Studies 1994
- International Arid Lands Consortium 1994
- Manuscripts and Other Papers-Arid Lands Research and Biosphere Sustainability (Irwin)
- Manuscripts and Other Papers-The Capacity for Wonder Preserving National Parks (Issues in Science and Technology)
- Manuscripts and Other Papers-Conservation in Highly Fragmented Landscapes: the Prairie-Forest Border Complex of Illinois (Schwartz)
- Manuscripts and Other Papers-Integration of Space and Time Scales-GBA (Cushman)
- Manuscripts and Other Papers-Science and Management in the National Parks (Halvorson)
- SCOPE- General 1996
- National Academy of Sciences 1994
- International Association of Landscape Ecology
- National Biological Survey 1994
- National Research Council 1994
- National Science Foundation BIO Advisory Committee 1994
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Box 5

- New Mexico, University of-Miscellaneous
- North American Conference on Savannas and Barrens-at Illinois State University
- Oklahoma Scholar-Leadership Enrichment Program
- Recommendations/References, Letters of 1994
- Science, Space and Technology, Committee on
- Scientific Committee on Problems of the Environment
- SCOPE- Global Biodiversity Assessment Synthesis Conference 1994
- Southwestern Association of Naturalists 1994
- Spring Green Project 1994
- Sustainable Biosphere 1994
- American Institute of Biological Sciences/BioScience 1993
- Board on Environmental Studies and Toxicology 1993
- Board on Environmental Studies and Toxicology-April, 1993, Meeting
- Board on Environmental Studies and Toxicology-August, 1993, Meeting
- Scope, 1997, General
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Box 5

- Bulletin of the Ecological Society of America
- SCOPE
- Consortium for International Earth Science Information Network
- International Joint Commission – Great Lakes Regional Office
- Miami University
- Forestry and Landslides
- Dr. Risser- Jane Lubchenco
- Various Letters
- Understanding and Managing Ecotones 1995-SCOPE
- Speaking at Length-Roundtable, BioScience Vol. 39, No. 9
- Environmental Management Publications
- IGBP-Global Change

Box 6

- GOSZ
- Tilman
- U.S. Geological Survey-Methods and Guidelines program
- National Science Foundation
- Biology International
- Aquatic Systems
- EarthQuest
- Michigan Ecotone Workshop
- Forest Cover in Illinois
- A Landscape Guide to the Joseph M. Bachelor Wildlife and Game Reserve
- SESRC
- American Council on Education
- Kathy's Data
- Little bluestem litter dynamics in Minnesota old fields

Box 7

- ILAR Journal
- MEDIAS
- Environmentally Sustainable Economic Development Building on Brundtland
- Anna Hillbricht-Ilkowska publications
- Norman Myers-Consultant in Environment and Development
- Changing Ecosystem and Endangered Species Articles
- Ecology Publications
- Wetlands
- Biodiversity
- Various articles and publications
- National Research Council
- University of California-Davis
- Cornell University
- Environment
- Various Article and Publications II
- Slash and Burn
- SBI
- SBP-Recent

600 Kerr Administration Building
Corvallis, Oregon 97331-2128

Telephone 541-737-4133
Fax 541-737-3013

SR 6/7/210
Box 7

- Source: Diversity Initiatives in Higher Education
- Science & Engineering Indicators-1993
- Access To
- Analysis and Recommendations for Scientific Computing and Collections Information Management
- Expanding opportunities for Success
- Selected Legislation of the 103rd Congress
- Improving Degraded Lands: Promising Experiences from South China
- Systematic Agenda 2000
- Delta
- The Global Climate Observing System
- IGBP Global Change-Reducing Uncertainties
- Meeting of Scientific Experts
- The Multinational Coordinated Genome Research Project
- Ecological Engineering Vol.3 1994
- Frontiers Dec. '93
- Frontiers Nov. '93
- Savanna Management For Ecological Sustainability, Economic Profit and Social Equity
- BioScience Vol.45 No.5
- The Status of the Science Examining Ecotones-SCOPE
- National Institute For Global Environmental Change
- Federal Research on Environmental Biology
- Biology International-July 1993 No.27
- Science, Technology and the Federal Government
- The Sustainable Biosphere Initiative: An Ecological Research Agenda
- In the National Interest
- Renewable Resources Journal
- National Institute for the Environment
- The Allerton Park Workshop revisited – A Commentary
- E-mail hardcopies
• Publication Dratts
• US Dept. of the Interior-Standards for Rangeland Health and Guidelines for Livestock
• Letters with Data attached
• Various Articles
• Miami University Self-Study Report
• The Report of the Miami University Foundation
• Smithsonian Opportunities
• BioScience Vol. 40 No. 7
• Ecology and Environmental Sciences

• International Symposium
• Diversitas
• SCOPE
• LTER
• Various letters
• Briefs and case studies
• The Present and the Past
• Biodiversity Programs
• National Museum of Natural History
• Smithsonian Year 1993
• On Being A Scientist
• Discussion Paper
• Miami University Letters
• Email Hardcopies
• Faxes
• Sustainable Biosphere Project
• Prairie, Great Lakes and Grasslands
• Ecotones and Ecology Drafts
• Memorandum’s
• Amazon Workshop
• SBP General
• Africa Workshop-SBP
• Florida- February 2-7
• Dr. Paul Risser-Personal
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Box 10

- Global Change
- Understanding and Managing Ecotones
- Prioridades de Investigacion en Ecologia para alcanzar una
- Stepping Down and Stepping Out
- At the Land-Sea Interface: A Call for Basic Research
- Grupo Para La Consevacion del topico en Mexico
- DOE Research Summary
- Biodiversity and Ecosystem Function
- LTER Draft
- University of Pennsylvania-Office of Research and Administration
- Long-Term Ecological Studies
- Sustainable Biosphere Project
- Selected Legislation of the 103rd Congress
- National Science Foundation
- EPA
- Man and the Biosphere
- Kettering Review
- Basic Guide to Pro-cite
- NIE
- The University of New Mexico
- Ameritech SupersSchool
- Forsythe McArthur
- Invertebrate Monitoring in the National Park System
- A Life of Learning
- Liberal Education
- Cyrus the Great
- Faith, Tradition and History
- Environmental Technology and Sustainability in Business
- California's Elected Anarchy
- Science International
- Arts
- Minorities in higher Education
- Goals and Priorities to Guide United State Artic Research
- Climate Change and Energy Policy
- AMBIO
- The Government-University-Industry Research Roundtable
- 1992 Report to Congress
- Meeting of Scientific Experts
- Ecoregions
- Slides/Notes
Box 9

- Notes
- Publications
- Letters
- Oregon Statewide College of Engineering and the Future of Oregon
- Goals 2000: a Progress Report
- Protecting Visibility in National Parks and Wilderness Areas Vol. 1
- Protecting Visibility in National Parks and wilderness Areas Vol. 2
- Protecting Visibility in National Parks and Wilderness Areas Vol. 3
- The National Science Foundation Science and Technology Centers
- Caring for the Earth and its People
- IUCN

Box 10

(SR 3/2/1/60)

Directory of National Commissions on Sustainable Development, 1994 (Natural Resources Defense Council)
Ecotones and Integrated Pest Management, 1993-2000
LTER (Long-Term Ecological Research) 10-Year Review, 1992-1993
Board on Global Change-August 1994 Meeting, 1994 (2 files)
Committee on the Formation of the National Biological Survey-Second Meeting, 1993 (3 files)
Higher Education Network for Sustainability and the Environment, 2000
Various Articles on Ecological Topics, 1999-2000